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Technical Data Information
ADCOAT Graffiti Klean has been developed to be used in conjunction with our
SGAG anti-graffiti film laminate.

Product name :

Product Description:
Our in house product testing has resulted in continual removals of various types of graffiti such as permanent
marking pens, spray pack enamels, road marking paints and acrylic paint from surfaces that have had the ADCOAT
SGAG anti-graffiti film laminate applied without damage to the film.
Graffiti was left on the test panels for up to 6 months exposed to outside elements and in a controlled method was
removed successfully at different intervals during this timeframe.
Application of the remover is simple and without the need of harsh abrasive cleaners which would only scratch or
damage the film laminate.

Product User Guide :
Safe Handling : PPE equipment such as disposable latex gloves and safety glasses should be worn whilst using this
product
1. Apply the remover either by the spray bottle or a soft bristle brush onto the graffiti.
2. Work the remover into a small section of the graffiti with brush and allow the remover approx. 5 mins of dwell time
to soften the graffiti.
Note: You may find that as soon as the remover is applied to the graffiti that its starts to react immediately if this is
the case then wipe off the softened graffiti with a dry cotton cloth.
3. Once the graffiti has softened wipe off with a dry cotton rag. If the graffiti is thick it may require further
applications of the remover and repeating of the cleaning procedure until all the graffiti is removed.
4. If smearing of the graffiti occurs simply spray a light amount of the remover over the smear in a “spray and wipe
“action with a dry cotton cloth.
5. With all the graffiti removed, the area where the remover was applied MUST be washed down with clean water
either by hand or using low pressure cleaning to neutralise the remover.
DO NOT USE any abrasive tools such as steel wool, scourers, scrappers when using this product as you will damage
the protective film.
Product Sizes: available in 250ml and 500ml spray bottles.
For any further information in relation to this or any of our products please feel free to call on our freecall number

ph: 1800 675 650
The statements above are compiled from our field of production and according to the latest technological developments and
application techniques. Since application and working are beyond our control, no liability of the producer can be derived from
the contents of this information sheet. ADCOAT Graphic Solutions Pty Ltd and associated group of companies shall not be
responsible for any damage or injury resulting from abnormal use of the material, from any failure to adhere or observe the
recommendations, or from any hazards inherent in the nature of the material. It is the users responsibility to evaluate the
information contained herein and use this product safely and within the current laws and regulations.
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